
Jesus Nuñez - Jesus and his wife Yasmin are second-generation coffee producers in

the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountains. Since inheriting their farm,  Buena

Vista, from Jesus' parents 15 years ago, they have taken several steps to ensure the

health and quality of their Castillo and Typica trees. They have a rather large farm at

about 15 hectares, and hire about 10 people to help care for it over the harvest

season. 

 

Their farm is located at an average elevation of 1673m above sea level, and their

farm is interspersed with shade trees. This combination of altitude and shade leads

to dense and sugar-packed coffee seeds, meaning a deliciously sweet final product. 

 

DelAgua - DelAgua is a new project from Equation Coffee, the same folks behind La

Palma y El Tucan. Located in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountains, the

highest coastal mountain range in the world, they are producing coffee with the

explicit intention of zero water waste. As such, they only produce coffee as honeys

and naturals, saving up to 40 gallons of water per pound of coffee. This particular

coffee was processed as a natural, with a 24 hour, whole cherry fermentation taking

place before drying. 

 

Here, they have partnered with many small and traditional farmers in the region,

purchasing their cherries at a premium and processing them at their own DelAgua

facilities. The region here is remote and diverse, with many unique microclimates

that lead to a huge range of coffee flavour profiles. 

 

Transparency - I (Sam) have been buying coffee from Equation Coffee's La Palma y

El Tucan for a few years now, and I'm very excited that we get to start offering

exciting coffees from their new projects. As new as they are, they are already

producing quality coffee that rivals their more established La Palma y El Tucan. We

bought the whole of Jesus Nuñez's lot (10, 35kg bags), and paid $6.52 per pound.

Ally Coffee dealt with all of the logistics to bring this in! 

 

 

DelAgua Jesus Nuñez
Colombia

Coffee Specifications:
Region: Sierra Nevada de Santa

Marta

Producer: Jesus + Yasmin Nuñez

and DelAgua

Process: Anaerobic Natural

Variety:  Castillo and Typica

Altitude: 1650m

 

Tasting Notes:
Black Cherry, Purple Grape,

Fudge, Raspberry, Chocolate

 

 

 

 


